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the Battle of Midway and modern piracy the book sets all of them in their cultural and historical context. A
Short History of Seafaring is a unique compendium of awe-inspiring tales of epic sea voyages and great
feats of seamanship, navigation, endurance, and ingenuity.
A Short History of Truth Nov 11 2020 How did we find ourselves in a "post-truth" world of "alternative
facts"? And can we get out of it? A Short History of Truth sets out to answer these questions by looking at
the complex history of truth and falsehood. It identifies ten types of supposed truth and explains how easily
each can become the midwife of falsehood. There is no species of truth that we can rely on unquestioningly,
but that does not mean the truth can never be established. Attaining truth is an achievement we need to
work for, and each chapter will end up with a truth we can have some confidence in. This history builds into
a comprehensive and clear explanation of why truth is now so disputed by exploring 10 kinds of truth: 1.
Eternal truths. 2. Authoritative truths. 3. Esoteric truths. 4. Reasoned truths. 5. Evidence-based truths. 6.
Creative truths. 7. Relative truths. 8. Powerful truths 9. Moral truths. 10. Holistic truths. Baggini provides
us with all we need to restore faith in the value and possibility of truth as a social enterprise. Truth-seekers
need to be sceptical not cynical, autonomous not atomistic, provisional not dogmatic, open not empty,
demanding not unreasonable.
A Short History of English Literature Mar 04 2020
A Short History of (Nearly) Everything Paranormal Dec 25 2021 This is the most entertaining and
broad survey of the paranormal ever made, combining forgotten lore, evidence from parapsychological
experiments and the testament of scientists, archaeologists, anthropologists, psychologists, physicists and
philosophers, and also quite a few celebrities. Exploring the possibility that paranormal phenomena may be
- and that some most likely are - objectively real, this travelogue through the twilight zone of human
consciousness is both scientifically rigorous and extremely entertaining.
A Short History of Slavery Oct 30 2019 As we approach the bicentenary of the abolition of the Atlantic
trade, Walvin has selected the historical texts that recreate the mindset that made such a savage institution
possible - morally acceptable even. Setting these historical documents against Walvin's own incisive
historical narrative, the two layers of this extraordinary, definitive account of the Atlantic slave trade
enable us to understand the rise and fall of one of the most shameful chapters in British history, the
repercussions of which the modern world is still living with.
At Home May 30 2022 In At Home, Bill Bryson applies the same irrepressible curiosity, irresistible wit,
stylish prose and masterful storytelling that made A Short History of Nearly Everything one of the most
lauded books of the last decade, and delivers one of the most entertaining and illuminating books ever
written about the history of the way we live. Bill Bryson was struck one day by the thought that we devote a
lot more time to studying the battles and wars of history than to considering what history really consists of:
centuries of people quietly going about their daily business - eating, sleeping and merely endeavouring to
get more comfortable. And that most of the key discoveries for humankind can be found in the very fabric of
the houses in which we live.This inspired him to start a journey around his own house, an old rectory in
Norfolk, wandering from room to room considering how the ordinary things in life came to be. Along the
way he did a prodigious amount of research on the history of anything and everything, from architecture to
electricity, from food preservation to epidemics, from the spice trade to the Eiffel Tower, from crinolines to
toilets; and on the brilliant, creative and often eccentric minds behind them. And he discovered that,

A Short History of Medicine Aug 09 2020 Insightful, informed, and at times controversial in its conclusions,
A Short History of Medicine offers an exceptional introduction to the major and many minor facets of its
subject. In this lively, learned, and wholly engrossing volume, F. González-Crussi presents a brief yet
authoritative five-hundred-year history of the science, the philosophy, and the controversies of modern
medicine. While this illuminating work mainly explores Western medicine over the past five centuries,
González-Crussi also describes how modern medicine’s roots extend to both Greco-Roman antiquity and
Eastern medical traditions. Covered here in engaging detail are the birth of anatomy and the practice of
dissections; the transformation of surgery from a gruesome art to a sophisticated medical specialty; a short
history of infectious diseases; the evolution of the diagnostic process; advances in obstetrics and
anesthesia; and modern psychiatric therapies and the challenges facing organized medicine today. Written
by a renowned author and educator, this book gives us the very essence of our search to mitigate suffering,
save lives, and unlock the mysteries of the human animal. “[González-Crussi fuses] science, literature, and
personal history into highly civilized artifacts.” –The Washington Post, on There Is a World Elsewhere
Democracy and Truth Aug 28 2019 "Fake news," wild conspiracy theories, misleading claims, doctored
photos, lies peddled as facts, facts dismissed as lies—citizens of democracies increasingly inhabit a public
sphere teeming with competing claims and counterclaims, with no institution or person possessing the
authority to settle basic disputes in a definitive way. The problem may be novel in some of its
details—including the role of today's political leaders, along with broadcast and digital media, in
intensifying the epistemic anarchy—but the challenge of determining truth in a democratic world has a
backstory. In this lively and illuminating book, historian Sophia Rosenfeld explores a longstanding and
largely unspoken tension at the heart of democracy between the supposed wisdom of the crowd and the
need for information to be vetted and evaluated by a learned elite made up of trusted experts. What we are
witnessing now is the unraveling of the détente between these competing aspects of democratic culture. In
four bracing chapters, Rosenfeld substantiates her claim by tracing the history of the vexed relationship
between democracy and truth. She begins with an examination of the period prior to the eighteenth-century
Age of Revolutions, where she uncovers the political and epistemological foundations of our democratic
world. Subsequent chapters move from the Enlightenment to the rise of both populist and technocratic
notions of democracy between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries to the troubling trends—including
the collapse of social trust—that have led to the rise of our "post-truth" public life. Rosenfeld concludes by
offering suggestions for how to defend the idea of truth against the forces that would undermine it.
A Short History of Seafaring Mar 28 2022 A fascinating journey through more than 5,000 years of
seafaring history in this essential guide to the most impressive seafaring tales, explorers, and maritime
environments. For more than 5,000 years, the seas have challenged, rewarded, and punished the brave
sailors who set forth to explore it. This history of the seas and sailing tells the remarkable story of those
individuals - whether they lived to tell the tale themselves or not. From the early Polynesian seafarers and
the first full circumnavigations of the globe, to explorers picking their way through the coral reefs of the
West Indies, this book tells the compelling story of life at sea that lies behind man's search for new lands,
new trade, conquest, and uncharted waters. Charting the great milestones of nautical history from the
discovery of America to the establishment of the Royal Navy, the naval history of the American Civil War,
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although there may seem to be nothing as unremarkable as our domestic lives, there is a huge amount of
history, interest and excitement - and even a little danger - lurking in the corners of every home.
Extra Life Jul 28 2019 “Offers a useful reminder of the role of modern science in fundamentally
transforming all of our lives.” —President Barack Obama (on Twitter) “An important book.” —Steven
Pinker, The New York Times Book Review The surprising and important story of how humans gained what
amounts to an extra life, from the bestselling author of How We Got to Now and Where Good Ideas Come
From In 1920, at the end of the last major pandemic, global life expectancy was just over forty years.
Today, in many parts of the world, human beings can expect to live more than eighty years. As a species we
have doubled our life expectancy in just one century. There are few measures of human progress more
astonishing than this increased longevity. Extra Life is Steven Johnson’s attempt to understand where that
progress came from, telling the epic story of one of humanity’s greatest achievements. How many of those
extra years came from vaccines, or the decrease in famines, or seatbelts? What are the forces that now
keep us alive longer? Behind each breakthrough lies an inspiring story of cooperative innovation, of
brilliant thinkers bolstered by strong systems of public support and collaborative networks, and of
dedicated activists fighting for meaningful reform. But for all its focus on positive change, this book is also
a reminder that meaningful gaps in life expectancy still exist, and that new threats loom on the horizon, as
the COVID-19 pandemic has made clear. How do we avoid decreases in life expectancy as our public health
systems face unprecedented challenges? What current technologies or interventions that could reduce the
impact of future crises are we somehow ignoring? A study in how meaningful change happens in society,
Extra Life celebrates the enduring power of common goals and public resources, and the heroes of public
health and medicine too often ignored in popular accounts of our history. This is the sweeping story of a
revolution with immense public and personal consequences: the doubling of the human life span.
Egypt Jul 20 2021 The land and people -- Egypt during the Old Kingdom -- The Middle and New Kingdoms -Nubians, Greeks, and Romans, circa 1200 BCE-632 CE -- Christian Egypt -- Egypt within Islamic empires,
639-969 -- Fatimids, Ayyubids, and Mamluks, 969-1517 -- Ottoman Egypt, 1517-1798 -- Napoleon
Bonaparte, Muhammad Ali, and Ismail : Egypt in the nineteenth century -- The British period, 1882-1952 -Egypt for the Egyptians, 1952-1981 : Nasser and Sadat -- Mubarak's Egypt -- Conclusion: Egypt through the
millennia
A Short History of the World Jun 26 2019 From his perspective in 1922, H.G. Wells wrote a "Short History
of the World." This straightforward look at the world's timeline, from the first appearance of humans to the
reconstruction after World War I is an engaging and concise adventure story that also happens to be true.
Xist Publishing is a digital-first publisher. Xist Publishing creates books for the touchscreen generation and
is dedicated to helping everyone develop a lifetime love of reading, no matter what form it takes.
A Short History of English Literature Aug 21 2021 Thoroughly updated, this book remains the best overall
survey of English literature available. Brings this successful book up to date with new material on, among
others, Caryl Churchill, Brian Friel, Martin Amis and Graham Swift Very accessible
A Short History of the Middle Ages May 18 2021 Inleiding in de geschiedenis van de Middeleeuwen.
A Short History of England Aug 01 2022 The heroes and villains, triumphs and disasters of English history
are instantly familiar—from the Norman Conquest to Henry VIII, Queen Victoria to the two world wars. But
to understand their full significance we need to know the whole story. A Short History of England sheds
new light on all the key individuals and events in English history by bringing them together in an
enlightening account of the country's birth, rise to global prominence, and then partial eclipse. It is the
definitive narrative of how today's England came to be. With 16 Pages of Glorious, Full-Color Illustrations
A Short History of the United States Feb 24 2022 In A Short History of the United States, National Book
Award winner Robert V. Remini offers a much-needed, concise history of our country. This accessible and
lively volume contains the essential facts about the discovery, settlement, growth, and development of the
American nation and its institutions, including the arrival and migration of Native Americans, the founding
of a republic under the Constitution, the emergence of the United States as a world power, the outbreak of
terrorism here and abroad, the Obama presidency, and everything in between.
World War I Jan 26 2022 A lively, engaging history of The Great War written for a new generation of
readers In recent years, scholarship on World War I has turned from a fairly narrow focus on military
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tactics, weaponry, and diplomacy to incorporate considerations of empire, globalism, and social and
cultural history. This concise history of the first modern, global war helps to further broaden the focus
typically provided in World War I surveys by challenging popular myths and stereotypes to provide a new,
engaging account of The Great War. The conventional World War I narrative that has evolved over the past
century is that of an inevitable but useless war, where men were needlessly slaughtered due to poor
decisions by hidebound officers. This characterization developed out of a narrow focus on the Western
Front promulgated mainly by British historians. In this book, Professor Proctor provides a broader, more
multifaceted historical narrative including perspectives from other fronts and spheres of interest and a
wider range of participants. She also draws on recent scholarship to consider the gendered aspect of war
and the ways in which social class, religion, and cultural factors shaped experiences and memories of the
war. Structured chronologically to help convey a sense of how the conflict evolved Each chapter considers a
key interpretive question, encouraging readers to examine the extent to which the war was total, modern,
and global Challenges outdated stereotypes created through a focus on the Western Front Considers the
war in light of recent scholarship on empire, global history, gender, and culture Explores ways in which the
war and the terms of peace shaped the course of the 20th century World War I: A Short History is sure to
become required reading in undergraduate survey courses on WWI, as well as courses in military history,
the 20th century world, or the era of the World Wars.
A Short History of the World Dec 01 2019 A rapid journey through history from the Big Bang through to
the 21st century.
A Short History of the World Nov 23 2021 A superb history of the world's people during the last four million
years, beginning before the human race moved out of Africa to explore and settle the other continents. Mr.
Blainey explores the development of technology and skills, the rise of major religions, and the role of
geography, considering both the larger patterns and the individual nature of history. A delightful read,
gracefully written, and full of odd and interesting pieces of information as well as thoughtful comparisons
that span both time and space. —William L. O'Neill
A Short History of Humanity Jul 08 2020
Italy Apr 28 2022 Presents a clear, concise account of Italian history from the Ice Age to the present.
A Short History of Brexit May 06 2020 A succinct, expert guide to how we got to Brexit After all the
debates, manoeuvrings, recriminations and exaltations, Brexit is upon us. But, as Kevin O'Rourke writes,
Brexit did not emerge out of nowhere: it is the culmination of events that have been under way for decades
and have historical roots stretching back well beyond that. Brexit has a history. O'Rourke, one of the
leading economic historians of his generation, explains not only how British attitudes to Europe have
evolved, but also how the EU's history explains why it operates as it does today - and how that history has
shaped the ways in which it has responded to Brexit. Why are the economics, the politics and the history so
tightly woven together? Crucially, he also explains why the question of the Irish border is not just one of
customs and trade, but for the EU goes to the heart of what it is about. The way in which British, Irish and
European histories continue to interact with each other will shape the future of Brexit - and of the
continent. Calm and lucid, A Short History of Brexit rises above the usual fray of discussions to provide
fresh perspectives and understanding of the most momentous political and economic change in Britain and
the EU for decades.
A Short History of London Sep 09 2020 'Fascinating and timely. Required reading for every developer,
planner or councillor who holds London in trust today' Griff Rhys Jones 'Accessible, clear and readable'
Rowan Moore, The Observer ________________________ LONDON: a settlement founded by the Romans,
occupied by the Saxons, conquered by the Danes and ruled by the Normans. This unremarkable place - not
even included in the Domesday Book - became a medieval maze of alleys and courtyards, later to be
chequered with grand estates of Georgian splendour. It swelled with industry and became the centre of the
largest empire in history. And rising from the rubble of the Blitz, it is now one of the greatest cities in the
world. From the prehistoric occupants of the Thames valley to the preoccupied commuters of today, Simon
Jenkins brings together the key events, individuals and trends in London's history to create a matchless
portrait of the capital. ________________________ 'A vivid and deeply well-informed account of London's
history' Charles Saumarez Smith, Professor of Cultural History, Queen Mary University of London
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'Extremely informative and witty' Roy Porter, author of London: A Social History on Landlords to London 'A
short, invigorating gallop over two and a half thousand years' Scotsman on A Short History of Europe
A Short History of the Twentieth Century Oct 23 2021 The great themes woven through John Lukacs's
spirited, concise history of the twentieth century are inseparable from the author's own intellectual
preoccupations: the fading of liberalism, the rise of populism and nationalism, the achievements and
dangers of technology, the continuing democratization of the globe, and the limitations of knowledge.
Thailand Feb 12 2021 This highly acclaimed book, the standard history of Thailand for almost twenty
years, has now been completely revised by the author. David K. Wyatt has also added new sections
examining the social and economic changes that have transformed the country in the past two decades.
Praise for the previous edition: "Wyatt knows his subject well enough and has enough enthusiasm for it to
make his book . . . entertaining as well as eminently educational."--David McElveen, Asiaweek "A very
readable account. . . .We come away from reading it with a clearer understanding of where Thailand stands
in relation to its neighbors, who the Thai people are, how the Thai government evolved into its present
form."--James Stent, Asian Wall Street Journal "Concise, thorough, and readable."--John Gabree, New York
Newsday
A Short History of Russia Oct 11 2020 This edition features • illustrations • a linked Table of Contents
CONTENTS (abridged list) CHAPTER I. Natural Conditions Greek Colonies on the Black Sea The Scythians
Ancient Traces of Slavonic Race CHAPTER II. Hunnish Invasion Distribution of Races Slavonic Religion
Primitive Political Conceptions CHAPTER III. The Scandinavian in Russia Rurik Oleg Igor Olga's Vengeance
Olga a Christian Sviatoslaf Russia the Champion of the Greek Empire in Bulgaria Norse Dominance in
Heroic Period CHAPTER IV. System of Appanages Vladimir the Sinner Becomes Vladimir the Saint Russia
Forcibly Christianized Causes Underlying Antagonism Between Greek and Latin Church Russia Joined to
the Greek Currents and Separated from the Latin CHAPTER V. Principalities Headship of House of Rurik
Relation of Grand Prince to the Others Civilizing Influences from Greek Sources Cruelty not Indigenous
with the Slavs How and Whence it Came Primitive Social Elements The Drujina End of Heroic Period
Andrew Bogoliubski New Political Center at Suzdal ... CHAPTER XXV. Emancipation a Disappointment
Social Discontent Birth of Nihilism Assassination of Alexander II. The Peasants' Wreath Alexander III. A
Joyless Reign His Death CHAPTER XXVI. Nicholas II. Russification of Finland Invitation to Disarmament
Brief Review of Conditions SUPPLEMENT. Conditions Preceding Russo-Japanese War Nature of Dispute
Results of Conflict Peace Conference at Portsmouth Treaty Signed A National Assembly Dissolution of First
Russian Parliament Present Outlook LIST OF PRINCES.
A Short History of Iraq Mar 16 2021 This accessible guide has been fully updated to take into account the
Iraq War and subsequent developments, whilst retaining its character as a non-partisan and approachable
text for students and interested readers alike. The twentieth century witnessed the transformation of the
area known currently as Iraq from a backward region of the Ottoman Empire, to one of the most important
and dynamic states in the Middle East. The rise of modern Iraq has its roots in the second half of the
nineteenth century when Ottoman reforms led to gradual state modernization and increasing integration in
the World Economy. British control after World War I was one of the determining factors in the
establishment of the current borders of the country and the nature of its subsequent national identity. The
other important factor was the highly heterogeneous nature of Iraqi society being divided along tribal,
ethnic, religious, and sectarian lines. This book focuses on the interaction between the old and the new, or
between continuity and change, as it is manifested in the nature of social development, nation-building, the
state and the political opposition. An entirely new chapter focusing on the recent conflict has been added,
and will contain sections on: The new chapter will have the following sections: The Question of American
Intervention Invasion and the Fall of Saddam Looting & the Collapse of the Central State The Provisional
Authority’s Reforms The Nature of the Resistance Iraq’s New Political Reality Elections and the Rise of
Sectarian Parties Social-Economic Transformations The Challenge of the Future.
A Short History of the Roman Mass Apr 04 2020 A short, authoritative, enthralling history of the Roman
Mass from the Last Supper to the \"Tridentine Mass\" as said today. Covers Low Mass, Sacramentaries,
other Western Rites, etc. Highlights the reforms of Popes St. Gregory the Great (590-604) and St. Pius V
(1566-1572). Says neither \"reform\" produced a \"new\" liturgy.
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Short History of Medicine Jun 30 2022 Immerse yourself in the history of medicine - a colourful story of
skill, serendipity, trial and error, moments of genius, and dogged determination. From traditional chinese
medicine to today's sophisticated gene therapies and robotic surgery, A Short History of Medicine combines
riveting storytelling and beautiful images, historical accounts and lucid explanations, to illuminate the story
of medicine through time. Witness early, bloody, anaesthetic-free operations; see the first crude surgical
instruments; trace the mapping of the circulatory system; follow the painstaking detective work that led to
the decoding of the human genome; and understand the role that potions, cures, therapies, herbal
medicines, and drugs have played in the human quest to tame and conquer disease, injury, and death. A
Short History of Medicine is an engrossing illustrated history and tale of drama and discovery that
celebrates the milestones of medical history across generations and cultures.
A Short History of Europe Jun 18 2021 A sweeping, illustrated history of Europe--a continent whose
imperial ambitions, internal clashes, and existential threats are as vital today as they were during the
conquests of Alexander the Great In just a few hundred years, a modest peninsula off the northwest corner
of Asia has seen the rise and fall of several empires; served as the crucible for scientific dynamism, cultural
innovation, and economic revolution; and witnessed cataclysms and bloodshed that have almost destroyed
it several times over. This is Europe: a continent whose identity emerged not so much by virtue of
geographic or ethnic continuity, but by a long and storied struggle for power. Studded with infamous
figures--from Caesar to Charlemagne and Machiavelli to Marx--Simon Jenkins's history of Europe travels
briskly from the Roman Empire, the Dark Ages, and the Reformation through the French Revolution, the
World Wars, and the fall of the USSR. What emerges in this thrilling and expansive telling is a continent as
defined by its continually clashing cultural identities and violent crises as it is by its tireless drive for a
society based on the consent of the governed -- which holds true right up to the present day.
Bosnia Sep 29 2019 Discusses the different ethnic and religious groups that inhabit Bosnia, and looks at the
political and cultural upheaval that have been a continuing part of the region's history
A Short History of England Sep 02 2022 The heroes and villains, triumphs and disasters of English
history are instantly familiar -- from the Norman Conquest to Henry VIII, Queen Victoria to the two World
Wars. But to understand their full significance we need to know the whole story. A Short History of England
sheds new light on all the key individuals and events in English history by bringing them together in an
enlightening account of the country's birth, rise to global prominence, and then partial eclipse. Written with
flair and authority by Guardian columnist and London Times former editor Simon Jenkins, this is the
definitive narrative of how today's England came to be. Concise but comprehensive, with more than a
hundred color illustrations, this beautiful single-volume history will be the standard work for years to come.
The Company Jan 14 2021 Chosen by BusinessWeek as One of the Top Ten Business Books of the Year With
apologies to Hegel, Marx, and Lenin, the basic unit of modern society is neither the state, nor the
commune, nor the party; it is the company. From this bold premise, John Micklethwait and Adrian
Wooldridge chart the rise of one of history’s great catalysts for good and evil. In a “fast-paced and wellwritten” work (Forbes), the authors reveal how innovations such as limitations on liability have permitted
companies to rival religions and even states in importance, governing the flow of wealth and controlling
human affairs–all while being largely exempt from the rules that govern our lives. The Company is that
rare, remarkable book that fills a major gap we scarcely knew existed. With it, we are better able to make
sense of the past four centuries, as well as the events of today.
A Short History of Christianity Jan 02 2020 Worshipped by 2 billion Christians worldwide, Jesus Christ is
the most famous human being ever. Stephen Tomkins takes the reader on a enlightening and enjoyable
journey through the key stages of Christian development, covering the people, the events, the movements,
the controversies and the expansion of the Church in this lively ‘warts and all’ portrait. The book begins
with the life of Jesus before looking at the spread of the early church and the Roman Empire. Tomkins then
continues the story of Christianity right up to the present day, including discussion of topics such as: the
Eastern church, battles between East and West, the Reformation, the Counter-Reformation, the
Enlightenment and the impact of science. The author also provides a snapshot of the worldwide church of
the 21st century and explores the challenges it faces.
A Short History of the Middle East Dec 13 2020 Situated at the crossroads of three continents, the Middle
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and the Gravettians, big-game hunters who were Europe’s most successful early settlers until they perished
in the ice age. Genetics has earned a reputation for smuggling racist ideologies into science, but cuttingedge science makes nonsense of eugenics and “pure” bloodlines. Immigration and genetic exchanges have
always defined our species; who we are is a question of culture, not biological inheritance. This revelatory
book offers us an entirely new way to understand ourselves, both past and present.
Capitalism Apr 16 2021 What Does Capitalism Mean? The Emergence of a Controversial Concept -- Three
Classics : Marx, Weber, and Schumpeter -- Other Voices and a Working Definition -- Merchant Capitalism.
China and Arabia -- Europe : Dynamic Latecomer -- Interim Findings around 1500 -- Expansion. Business
and Violence : Colonialism and World Trade -- Joint-Stock Company and Finance Capitalism -- Plantation
Economy and Slavery -- Agrarian Capitalism, Mining, and Proto-Industrialization -- Capitalism, Culture, and
Enlightenment : Adam Smith in Context -- The Capitalist Era. The Contours of Industrialization and
Globalization since 1800 -- From Ownership to Managerial Capitalism -- Financialization -- Work in
Capitalism -- Market and State -- Analysis and Critique.
A Short History of Babylon Sep 21 2021 Much of our perception of Babylon in the West is filtered through
the poignant echoes of loss and longing that resonate in the Hebrew Bible. The lamenting exiles of Judah
craved a return to their lost homeland after the sack of Jerusalem in 587 BC and their forcible removal by
Nebuchadnezzar to the alien floodlands of the Euphrates. But to see Babylon only as an adjunct to Old
Testament history is misleading. A Short History of Babylon explores the ever-changing city that shaped
world history for two millennia.
A Short History of the World Nov 04 2022 Chronologically discusses the events of history beginning with
the evolution of man and ending with the restructuring of Western Europe in 1993.
A Short History of Glass Feb 01 2020 Includes a pictorial survey of more than 100 color images illustrative
of the wide variety of objects and styles of glassmaking as an art.

East has confounded the ambition of conquerors and peacemakers alike. Christianity, Judaism and Islam all
had their genesis in the region but with them came not just civilization and religion but also some of the
great struggles of history. This book makes sense of the shifting sands of Middle Eastern history, beginning
with the early cultures of the area and moving on to the Roman and Persian Empires; the growth of
Christianity; the rise of Islam; the invasions from the east; Genghis Khan's Mongol hordes; the Ottoman
Turks and the rise of radicalism in the modern world symbolized by Islamic State.
A Short History of Nearly Everything Oct 03 2022 An easy guide to many scientific mysteries, fully
indexed.
A Short History of Humanity Jun 06 2020 “Thrilling . . . a bracing summary of what we have learned
[from] ‘archaeogenetics’—the study of ancient DNA . . . Krause and Trappe capture the excitement of this
young field.”—Kyle Harper, The Wall Street Journal Johannes Krause is the director of the Max Planck
Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology and a brilliant pioneer in the field of archaeogenetics—archaeology
augmented by DNA sequencing technology—which has allowed scientists to reconstruct human history
reaching back hundreds of thousands of years before recorded time. In this surprising account, Krause and
journalist Thomas Trappe rewrite a fascinating chapter of this history, the peopling of Europe, that takes us
from the Neanderthals and Denisovans to the present. We know now that a wave of farmers from Anatolia
migrated into Europe 8,000 years ago, essentially displacing the dark-skinned, blue-eyed hunter-gatherers
who preceded them. This Anatolian farmer DNA is one of the core genetic components of people with
contemporary European ancestry. Archaeogenetics has also revealed that indigenous North and South
Americans, though long thought to have been East Asian, also share DNA with contemporary Europeans.
Krause and Trappe vividly introduce us to the prehistoric cultures of the ancient Europeans: the
Aurignacians, innovative artisans who carved flutes and animal and human forms from bird bones more
than 40,000 years ago; the Varna, who buried their loved ones with gold long before the Pharaohs of Egypt;
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